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Paperback. Condition: New. 199 pages. Last Summer with Oscar, a new book written by forensic
behavioral scientist Jan Schwartz, Ph. D. , narrates the adventurous, true life story of a nine-year
old Golden Retrievers response to cancer. After learning the severity of Oscars diagnosis, Jan and
her husband ruled out standard treatment options such as surgery and chemotherapy for this
gentle-natured golden. Instead, they chose to celebrate the life and spirit of their beloved pet each
day left with him. Then, surprisingly, Oscar began eating Slippery Elm leaves. With Oscar leading
the way, Jans curiosity about Slippery Elm leaves marks the beginning of their exploration and
discovery of little-known cancer remedies. The book details the events and happenings with both
scientific precision and heartfelt spiritual insights. The goodness of the journey elicited unusual
kindnesses, exceptional measures of helpfulness and perfectly timed suggestions from others.
Displaying profound will and courage, a much adored Golden Retriever named Oscar reveals truths
about cancer treatment that may impact veterinary science for years to come. Indeed, a post-
mortem biopsy indicated a most surprising result. Then ten appendices at the end of the book
provide information regarding all of the remedies used, and these complete the...
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The ebook is simple in go through safer to understand. I could possibly comprehended every thing out of this composed e pdf. Its been designed in an
exceptionally basic way in fact it is only soon after i finished reading this pdf by which actually altered me, modify the way i really believe.
-- Ms. K ellie O 'Ha r a  I-- Ms. K ellie O 'Ha r a  I

A very wonderful book with lucid and perfect answers. It is probably the most incredible book i have study. Its been designed in an exceptionally simple way
and is particularly just after i finished reading through this publication by which in fact transformed me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- Ma cey Schneider-- Ma cey Schneider
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